MacGregor Company introduces an iron club with a Split Level sole. According to MacGregor, the iron, which actually has two soles, serves two functions. A thin leading sole helps the golfer cut through heavy or hard turf with less turf drag and less loss of clubhead speed. The second sole helps control the depth of the divot. Both MT and VIP irons are available with the Split Level feature.

Ram Golf Corp. offers an aluminum shaft model in its Doug Sanders line of golf clubs. The woods are walnut-color laminated heads with a two-piece wide angle face insert, held in place by epoxy cement plus three hidden screws. The irons have a tri-chrome finish which, according to Ram, will not lose its appearance even after several seasons of rugged use. The Sanders s/s model is topped off with black and gold rubber grips.

Roseman Mower Crop. has a new seven-gang Hydraulic Transport Mower, which features a new hitch design that, according to the company, permits greater flexibility. The mower can be used with any utility-type tractor equipped with a hydraulic system.

Professional Golf Company offers golf bags made from a new DuPont material, called Dorzan, which, according to the company, defies soiling and damage. Available in three models, two men's and one ladies', the bags come in five two-tone combinations.

C.F. Struck Corp. has a compact lawn tractor called the Mini-Beep. Available in a kit form, the four-wheel machine can be put together in less than three hours, according to the company. The kit, including a 7hp motor, is available for $498.95.

Production Products Company introduces a heavy-duty centrifugal clutch, called Centri-Matic. It is adaptable to belt, chain or direct drive and is suitable to two or four cycle applications. It's available in five- to nine-inch diameter sizes to cover most applications in the 1½ to 25hp range. The ball bearing is double sealed and lubricated for life.

Brandell Products Corp. introduces the Putt'n Box, a putting aid complete with putting hole and nine-inch foam rubber green. A regulation golf hole is die cut through the carton and the green; the front panel folds down to form a ramp, and a die cut easel in the bottom of the carton elevates the hole 1½ inches, so that the ball holes out. A putting guide with instructions is printed on the green. The unit's suggested retail price is $5.
Weinbrenner Shoe Corp. introduces a line of men's shoes, made of Dow Corning's Syl-Mer brand silicone treated leather. According to the company, the shoe is completely waterproof. The shoe comes in two styles: a plain-toe saddle in combinations of black and tan or olive and black and a plain-toe blucher oxford in all white. Price: about $25.

Walter Hagen Golf Equipment Company announces for 1969 the Haig Ultra golf clubs. The contour head has been redesigned on the Model 66 wood. Strata-Bloc construction with H design sole plate and triple roll crown brass backweight are incorporated into the design. Wood heads are finished in black and treated to seal out moisture and retain balance. Irons feature a shaft to sole construction. Woods and irons are available with either Pro-Flex or aluminum shafts in a choice of black leather panel or composition grips. Sets are matched and registered.

Toro Mfg. Corp. offers the Key-Lectric Trimmer which operates on a battery pack. Cordless, it weighs two pounds and is the length of a golf club. Suggested retail price: $19.95.

Cosmopolitan Chemical Company announces a full line of country club locker room supplies, which includes mentholated talcum powder and foot spray.
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